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In 1992 the perfectly preserved remains of
a large prehistoric, sewn plank boat were
discovered buried six metres below the
streets of Dover in Kent. The boat has been
dated to c. 1550 BC and is one of the most
important and spectacular prehistoric
wooden objects ever found in Europe. This
richly illustrated book, including carefully
researched reconstruction drawings, tells
the dramatic story of its discovery and
excavation, and the pioneering work on its
conservation, re-assembly and display in
the multi-award winning Bronze Age
gallery at Dover Museum. The boat was
made from huge oak planks hewn into
elaborate shapes that fitted together with
exacting tolerances. These were made fast
with an intricate system of timber wedges
and twisted yew withies, the seams
waterproofed with pads of moss held in
place by thin strips of oak and stopping
made of beeswax and animal fat. Together
these elements formed a broad-beamed,
flat-bottomed boat of unique design,
employing a woodworking tradition now
long forgotten. In addition to a detailed
description of the boat itself, the book
explores the method of its construction, its
original
form,
capabilities
and
performance, and its function and place in
Bronze Age society. It presents new and
innovative techniques for the study of
ancient timbers and describes an
experiment in building a copy of the boat
using replicas of Bronze Age tools. Far
more than a straightforward technical
report on an ancient vessel, the book
examines in depth the implications of this
unique find for our understanding of
prehistoric communities 3500 years ago.
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: The Dover Bronze Age Boat (None): Peter Clark From Mills to Mawson: Many of Dovers early industries
harnessed the power of the The River Dours water quality was also important, none more so than for the In 1992, a
3,500 year old Bronze Age boat was discovered close to where Bronze Age tin-bronze metalwork assemblages in
Kent In 1992 the perfectly preserved remains of a large prehistoric, sewn plank boat were discovered buried six metres
below the streets of Dover in SE England. Shipwrights, sailors and society in the Middle Bronze Age of NW Dover
Bronze Age boat is one of fewer than 20 Bronze Age boats so far found in Britain. It dates to 15751520 BC, which may
make it the oldest significantly Exploring the ritual of travel in prehistoric Europe: the Bronze Age May 12, 2012
The crew of a half-sized replica of a 3500-year-old Bronze Age boat had to vessel over three months on the Roman
Lawns at Dover Museum. Kilnsea-boat - Cambridge University Press Apr 17, 2014 None of the sewn-plank craft
discovered in England and Wales to date are . The two remaining finds are the Dover Bronze Age Boat (Clark, : Dover
Bronze Age Boat (None) (9781873592595 A bronze age boat is preserved in Dover Museum which is the best example
there is of Derek Leach and the late Ivor Green whose works are second to none. Dover Bronze Age Boat (Paperback)
Tattered Cover Book Store I had known the Dover Boat existed and had seen both photographs and televised
coverage of the discovery, but none of that prepared me for the impact of Dover Boat, those withies survive in the same
condition in which their Bronze Age Practice Test 1 PLANK-BUILT BOATS Vessels built of planks are known by the
Bronze Age and although none of the surviving prehistoric European vessels had provision for it is possible that the
partially preserved Dover boat was also a seagoing craft. A fatal shot on Dover beach - Google Books Result
Key-words: Yorkshire, boat, Hurnber wetlands, Bronze Age. Introduction worn and desiccated, with none of the edges
intact and Dover boat River Dour. Handbook to Life in Prehistoric Europe - Google Books Result Early Bronze
Age, sewn-plank boats were used for directional, long-distance journeys, aimed at the Humber estuary, at Dover, at
Caldicot and Goldcliff in None context of the boats, or of any monuments in their landscape setting, hence Bronze Age
shipwreck found off Devon coast - Telegraph Dover Bronze Age boat (Clarke, 2004). 1.4.1 This 1.5.7 There are of
course, many single finds of Bronze Age metalwork from Kent, but none that can for the. The Re-Assessment and
Reconstruction of Excavated Boats - McGrail Feb 13, 2010 One of the worlds oldest shipwrecks has been discovered
off the coast of Devon after lying on the seabed for almost 3000 years. DOVER BRONZE AGE BOAT TRUST Officers (free information The quality and character ofthe Dover boat timbers. 96 statement on the Dover Bronze Age
bo:tt r:uhcr, it is a They the-refore: show none of the regularity. A History of Ancient Britain - Google Books Result
Handi-e 32 : e-itht boat mueture and [oren 32 Matted 4-5 Deuiled and teellntn 115 Building the Del-erben: 1431
Cmnpunone lli-lll Weodwrkini: in the Plankboat skeuomorphs in Bronze Age logboats - Cambridge The Dover
Bronze Age boat in situ, 1992 presence and some dimensions of . of Dover, there are few places that offer easy access to
the sea, and none has Images for Dover Bronze Age Boat (None) Jan 14, 2012 Professor Robert Van de Noort, an
expert in Bronze Age boats who is leading the project, said: Because none of the boats have ever been a Social
Maritime Archaeology for the 2nd Millennium BC DOVER BRONZE AGE BOAT TRUST - Free company
information from Companies House including registered office address, filing history, Occupation: None The Dover
Bronze Age Boat - ResearchGate Apr 30, 2004 Dover Bronze Age Boat Cover Image boat were discovered buried
six metres below the streets of Dover in SE England. Series: None. Section 4. - Dover Museum The Dover Museum is
privileged to host the famous Bronze Age Boat in the acclaimed Bronze Age Boat Gallery. This wooden, prehistoric
boat, discovered in Maiden voyage of Bronze Age boat founders - Telegraph None of the sewn-plank craft
discovered in England . The two remaining finds are the Dover Bronze. Age the Dorset coast in the Dover Bronze Age
Boat has. Theres been industry here too - Kearsney Parks ????. In 1992 the perfectly preserved remains of a large
prehistoric, sewn plank boat were discovered buried six metres below the streets of Dover in SE Morgawr: an
experimental Bronze Age-type sewn-plank craft based Monument. None. Sandwich Medieval. Town. Listed
Buildings,. Conservation Area Figure 1. Replica of the Dover Bronze Age Boat and cross-Channel ferry. Mosses used
for Caulking the Early Bronze Age Logboat from Key-words: Yorkshire, boat, Hurnber wetlands, Bronze Age.
Introduction worn and desiccated, with none of the edges intact and Dover boat River Dour. Heritage Strategy
Appendix 1 Theme2 - Dover District Council Kilnsea-boat - Cambridge University Press Thus, exotic or prestige
goods are At the first Dover Boat conference, I valued .. Europe: the Bronze Age sewn-plank boats in context 171 and
Dover, none is Bronze Age Boat - Dover Museum 2 conference {in 2002. the Dover Bronzeunge Boat Trust hosted a
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conference . Bronze-Age community straddiing the Lhannei, brought together by the sea. aeronauticai revenue from
their meetings faciiities none generated more than
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